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Abstract

This study investigates thematic progression in business case reports written by Chinese and French students as compared to those written by native students. To be more specific, it examines the frequencies of thematic progression patterns in those reports. It is revealed that generally speaking there are more similarities than differences regarding these students’ use of thematic progression patterns. More noticeable differences are found when it comes to thematic progression in different rhetorical moves and minor patterns. This could imply that in general students’ academic experience and language proficiency could have more influence on their use of thematic progression patterns. However, L1 interference cannot be ruled out.

In general there are some similarities which can be observed not only in both Chinese and French students group but also in the NS group. These similarities could be considered as features of business case reports in terms of thematic progression. Firstly, there are four main types of thematic progression patterns used by students in their reports including Simple Linear, Constant Theme, Back Theme and New Theme in which Back Theme is the most frequently-used and Simple Linear is more popular than Constant Theme. Orientation move is characterized with high proportions of New and Metetextual Themes. Analysis move is characterized with high proportions of Simple Linear and Recommendation is characterized with high proportions of Back Theme.

Compared with Chinese students, French students seem to prefer to put I, we, and Wh-interrogatives in Theme position. They also use more Generic Theme and Temporal Themes. While Chinese students seems to use Split Rheme more frequently, French students seems to use Summative Theme more often, and both of Chinese and French students use Split Rheme less frequently than native students. Native students also use more Grammatical, Back Heading and Back Table Themes. In Orientation move, while native students use approximately the same amount of Simple Linear and Constant Theme, Chinese students shows a strong preference for Constant Theme while French students seem to prefer Simple Linear. French students also use more New Themes in Analysis move and Chinese students use more New Themes in Recommendation move.
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